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Overview
The Software LicenseOptimization (SLO) Best Practice package is an add-on of Asset Manager. It
contains a collection of software components and features which streamline themanagement of
license contracts and software license compliance for a prioritized list of software titles from
software publishers such as Microsoft, Adobe, Oracle, IBM, VMware, Autodesk, HP,
Symantec,TIBCO, Red Hat, BMC, and SAP. The templates, models, and software counters
provided with the SLOBest Practice package embody the HP best practices for software asset
management (SAM).

The SLOBest Practice package can be downloaded from HP Live Network (https://hpln.hp.com/).
To access this web site, you will need an HP Passport account.

Note: The content of the SLOBest Practice package will be updated on a regular basis to help
youmanage compliance for more software titles from various software vendors.

This guide is intended for users who want to configure SLOBest Practice package on an Asset
Manager instance and generate software license compliance reports in Asset Manager.

In specific, this guide explains how to use the components provided with the SLOBest Practice
package to create contracts and licenses, and how to check software compliance by using the
software counters tailored for the software products from themost popular software suppliers.
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Using the SLO Best Practice package on top
of the Asset Manager Software Asset
Management module

Asset Manager provides an optional SAMmodule for software asset management. This module
provides comprehensive wizards and tools to manage the full lifecycle of license assets and help
you understand costs and track software compliance.

The SLOBest Practice package is an additional component delivering SAM content that
streamlines and accelerates software asset management implementation for targeted software
suppliers. Together, they provide a suite of tools that can be configured tomanage andmonitor
software installations and licensing for software products in the scope of the SLOBest Practice
package within your enterprise.

For further details about the SAMmodule including general concepts and background, see the
Software assets guide of Asset Manager.

The whole SAM solution can be broken down into 4 processes, each of which consists of several
sub business processes, as shown in the chart below. The steps are explained in detail in later
sections.

Using the "Implement SAM BP Package" wizard

Caution: The Implement SAM BP Packagewizard is a legacy wizard that performs some
operations from Phase 1. Data preparation toPhase 3. Calculation. If you are not familiar
with the SLOBest Practice package and this wizard, ignore this section and go through the
major steps in order.

The Implement SAM BP Packagewizard consolidates some necessary tasks during the SLO
Best Practice implementation. This wizard helps you prepare and optimize your data (for example,
licenses, models and computer types) and its attributes for the software compliance calculation.

Note: This wizard has the following limitations:

l Some actions of the wizard cannot be performed on the web client. Therefore, we
recommend that you run this wizard on theWindows client.

l When running some actions that open a screen on theWindows client, the screenmay be
opened beneath the wizard window and youmay have to close the wizard to access the
screen.
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To use this wizard, follow these steps.

1. OpenAsset lifecycle -> Software asset management -> SLO Best Practice.

2. Following the instructions of the wizard.

Note: Some steps require you to enable workflows or run a certain action for one time.

To enable workflows, check the details of each workflow andmake sure that the current
date is between theStart (dStart) andEnd (dEnd) dates of the workflow (General tab,
Validity section). If theEnd date is empty, the workflow is always valid.

To run a specified action for one time, click Test in the action detail and click Execute. The
actions perform the same operations as the workflows. You canmanually trigger the
action to get the results immediately instead of allowing it to occur automatically at a
specified time.

Step

Nature of
the activated
object Reference

1a Wizard "Using the "Propagate license type from counter to licensemodels"
wizard" on page 31

1b Wizard "Using the "Update existing licenses to use SLOBest Practice license
model" wizard" on page 12

2 Screen:
workflows,
actions, and
itemized lists

Enable workflows or run the action for one time. Refer to the Note above
the table. If necessary, modify one of the itemized list according to
"License version update according tomaintenance contract" on page 16.

3 l Wizard

l Screen:
computers

"Using the "Link / unlink servers to license editions" wizard" on page 23

4 Screen:
counters

N/A

5 Wizard "Using the "Change the counter Group by links" wizard" on page 30

6 N/A N/A

7 Screen:
workflows
and actions

Enable workflows or run the action for one time. Refer to the Note above
the table and "Pre-calculation workflows" on page 24.

User Guide
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Step

Nature of
the activated
object Reference

8 Screen:
filtered list
and itemized
list

TheView missing CPU types button displays the software installations
with certain status that require some actions. Identify the unrecognized
CPU types and/or model numbers associated with the software
installations above andmap them with appropriate itemized lists using
theAdd new CPU types button.

9 Screen:
actions

Run the pre-count actions (same actions as step 7) again after the
missing factors are added. Refer to the Note above the table and "Pre-
calculation workflows" on page 24.

10 Screen:
workflows
and actions

Calculate all counters in batch (automatically or manually). Enable
workflows or run the action for one time. Refer to the Note above the
table. Refer to "Software counters batch calculation" on page 26.

11 Screen:
counter
results

Check the calculation results of all counters.

12 Screen:
workflows
and actions

Enable workflows or run the action for one time. Refer to the Note above
the table. If necessary, modify the default execution intervals for the
workflow actions. Refer to:

l "Cleaning old calculation result" on page 18

l "Cleaning oldmissing installations" on page 18

Phase 1. Data preparation
This section describes the steps needed for data preparation.

Importing and normalizing software installations
In this step, you need to import software installations, normalize software installationmodels, and
link normalized software installationmodels to counters.

User Guide
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Normalization

The normalization process is needed tomanage the relations between inventory models and
definitivemodels. We recommend that you use the normalization solution tomanage your software
and do calculation for license compliance. Refer to the SLO Technical Details guide to understand
what the normalization solution is.

Tomanage the relations between inventory models and definitivemodels, openAsset lifecycle ->
Software asset management -> Inventoried software keys, as shown in the figure below.

By do this, Asset Manager lists all inventory models that are discovered by the discovery tools and
are imported via Connect-IT scenarios or Universal Discovery (UD) push adapter.

You need to specify a definitivemodel for an inventory model and check theResolved option.
Then, all software installations will use the specifiedmodel. You can assign a definitivemodel to
multiple inventory models.

Importing licenses and linking licenses to SLO models
In this step, you need to Import licenses and allow Asset Manager to automatically link licenses to
correct SLOBest Practicemodels according to the SKU.

User Guide
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SKU data is stored in the amInventModel table. You can access the SKU data in theSKU library
screen. To open this screen, on the navigation bar, expandAsset lifecycle, expandSoftware
asset management, and then click SKU library.

If your licenses contain SKU information, you can use the built-in Connect-It scenario Lic_
SKU.scn andSKU_update.scn to import the licenses to Asset Manager. To use these scenarios,
unzip the SLOBest Practice installation package, and then open the Lic_SKU.scn file and the
SKU_update.scn file in the licsku folder.

Caution: The Lic_SKU.scn scenario needs to be run before theSKU_update.scn scenario.

When importing license assets with these scenarios, Asset Manager uses the definitivemodel of
SKU to create license asset records. By default, when there is no definitivemodel, a workflow
namedNormalize models: SKU record added in ‘amInventModel’ is triggered to create a
definitivemodel automatically. The created definitivemodel uses the Out-of-the-box model
Software License as the parent model and the definitivemodel's name is identical to themodel
name provided in the SKU.

Using the "Linking license model and installation
model to software counter" wizard

The Linking license model and installation model to software counterwizard is used to link
licensemodels and software installationmodels to software counters so that the corresponding
licenses and installations can be taken into account by the SLO software counters.

To use this wizard, follow these steps.

1. OpenAsset lifecycle -> Software asset management -> Software counters.

2. Select a counter in the list.

3. Click License or Installation. The wizard is opened.

4. The box in the upper area shows themodels that are already linked to the counter.

5. The box in the lower area shows themodels that can be linked to the counter.

6. You can use the filter to find specific models by clickingApply filter.

7. Select one or moremodels in the lower box, and then click Add.

8. Click Next.

9. Click Finish.

User Guide
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Using the "Update existing licenses to use SLO Best
Practice license model" wizard

TheUpdate existing licenses to use SLO Best Practice license model wizard is used to
update the licensemodels of the existing licenses with those from the SLOBest Practice package,
so the existing licenses can be taken into account by the SLO software counters.

To use this wizard, follow these steps.

1. OpenAsset lifecycle -> Software asset management -> SLO Best Practice.

2. From themain list, select the licensemodels to be updated.

3. Enter or choose a target SLO licensemodel.

4. If you want to continue on creating additional licensemodels, select the Loop on license
models update option.

5. Click OK (web client) or Finish (Windows client).

Health check for computers, software installations,
and counters (web client)

The health check process helps youmonitor the data integrity. To ensure the accuracy of the
license calculation, you need to check the inventory data and counter settings using the health
check process.

User Guide
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Note: This process is only available on the web client.

Health check widget
You can view the health check result by adding a widget named “Health check report” to the home
page, as shown in the following figure.

You can click a check rule to drill down into a detailed widget, as shown in the following figure.

By default, the detailed widget only shows the first 100 records. If you want to change this behavior,
configure theMaxRecords parameter in theHealth check reportwidget (the first widget). This
setting applies to all health check rules. The range is 1 to 500 due to performance considerations.

User Guide
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Managing health check rules
Besides out-of-the-box health check rules, you can add new check rules. To do this, openAsset
lifecycle -> Software asset management ->Manage health check item -> Edit check items
and check rules.

When theShow in widget check item option is selected, all check rule that belongs to the check
item will be shown in the widget. Otherwise, the widget will ignore the check item. There are several
check rules under the check item. By clicking a check rule, you will see the definition of the check
rule, as shown in the following figure.

User Guide
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l The Threshold field of the check rule is used to control whether the check rule will be shown in
the widget. If the number of matched records is greater than or equal to the value of the
threshold, the result will be shown in the widget. Otherwise, the result will be ignored by the
widget.

l TheColumns field allows you to specify the fields you want to show in the detailed report. The
context table is defined inCondition, which is an AQL query.

l TheValidate rule syntax action is used to check the grammar of the rule.

Creating contracts using the "Create software contract
from template" wizard

The SLOBest Practice package provides a wizard namedCreate software contract from
template (sysSamBPContract) to help you define the contract details. The wizard loads the
contract templates for the selected software suppliers, which are contained in the SLOBest
Practice package.

The wizard will obtain terms and conditions from the contract template. If a document is attached to
the contract template, the wizard will link the new contract created from the template to that
document.

To create a license contract with this wizard, follow these steps.

1. OpenAsset lifecycle -> Software asset management -> SLO Best Practice.

2. On theChoose a software contract you want to create page, select the type of contract you
want to create. There are two options.

n Create a software contract: This option triggers theCreate a License Contract
(sysSamBPCreateLicenseContract) wizard.

n Create a maintenance contract: This option triggers theCreate a Maintenance Contract
(sysSamBPCreateMaintContract) wizard.

3. Step for the web client: Click Apply filter if you select theCreate a maintenance contract
option.

4. Select a contract template from the list below.

5. Click OK.

6. Populate the pages of the wizard according to your requirements.

7. Click Finish to validate all parameters.

8. Click OK.

For more information about how to populate the contract details, refer to the Asset Manager
Contracts guide.

User Guide
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Note: The contract templates are excluded from the List of contract expenses report.

Renewing contracts using the "Maintenance Contract
Renewal" wizard

TheMaintenance Contract Renewal wizard walks the user through the process of creating a
contract to extend an existing contract that is about to expire.

To use this wizard, follow these steps.

1. OpenAsset lifecycle -> Vendor contract management -> User actions.

2. Select the contracts to renew and click OK.

3. Populate the contract details and click Next.

4. From the existing contract, select the assets that you want to add to the new contract, and
then click Move to the new maintenance contract. You also have the chance to review the
assets and remove those you do not want by clickingRemove from the new maintenance
contract.

5. Click Next.

6. Select additional assets that you want to add to the new contract, and then click Move to the
new maintenance contract.

7. Click Next.

8. Review the details of the new contract and click Finish to run the wizard.

9. If you have selected several contracts to renew, repeat the process above to renew the other
contracts.

License version update according to maintenance
contract

This workflow will trigger the common rule for the different software suppliers supported by the SLO
Best Practice package. If a license is in amaintenance contract, the user is authorized to upgrade
the application covered by themaintenance contract to the latest released versions; if a license is in
amaintenance contract for a period of time, the user is authorized to upgrade the application to the
latest released versions before themaintenance contract ends.

This workflow periodically checks the latest application version that the purchased license (which
associates with amaintenance contact) gives entitlements to, and then updates the licensemodel
to the latest version within the contract entitlement.

For example, if anMicrosoft Office Standard 2003 license was purchased in 2004 with a three
years' software assurance from 2004 to 2007; and if the software assurance was not renewed for
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the license, this license will allow the user to install Office Standard 2007. Therefore, the workflow
will upgrade the license to Office Standard 2007 as it is entitled by the initially purchased license.
The software counters will count the licenses according to their actual entitlements and the
downgrade right which can be retrieved from theView Linked Counterswizard, and will roll down
the right in excess of the latest version to the previous one.

The historical release dates of each software title are stored as values of the corresponding
itemized list in the SLOBest Practice package. These itemized lists can be identified by the
records whose Identifier follows this pattern:

amSAM4<Vendor Name><Software Name><Edition>_US

You can customize the provided release dates with dates specific to the location where the
software licenses were purchased. You can also create new itemized lists to extend this workflow
to licenses that are not covered by the SLOBest Practice package.

l The proper working of this workflow requires that theBarCode of your licensemodel meets
a certain criteria. Namely, the barcode should contain the string populated in the
Description field of the itemized list that covers the concernedmodel.

l If you are not using the SLOBest Practice licensemodels, make sure that your barcode
meets this criteria.

l You should also update the corresponding itemized list value for that model. The values are
made up of two parts which are separated by colon (for example, SAM4MS_OFFICE_
2007_ENT_LIC:2006/11/30). Replace the string before the colon with the actual barcode of
the licensemodel.

l Make sure that you have activated the historization on the amAsset.lModelID field to track
the license update footprint.

l This workflow only applies to software licenses whoseAssignment is In use or In stock.

l You can choose to deactivate this workflow if you want to avoid changing your license
models. However, you will need to check that the workflow is still deactivated after each
new import of the package.

Automatic removal of invalid links between license
models and servers

TheAutomatic removal of invalid links between license models and servers (Reference:
sysSAM4REMOVELINK_WK) workflow is launched automatically to remove the link between
Oracle/SQL/VMware Server licensemodels and servers when the server has been uninstalled or
replaced by another version. In the latter circumstance, the user has to rebind the licensemodels
and servers according to the new installation using the Link / unlink servers with license
editionswizard.

User Guide
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Cleaning old calculation result
Each time you click Calculate on the detail page of the counter, a record is created in theRights /
Utilizations count table (amRightsUsesCount) for each line displayed in theResults tab of the
counter detail.

TheClean old calculation resultworkflow periodically deletes old records (those were created
more than 180 days ago) in theRights / Utilizations count table to prevent the table from getting
to large.

Tip: You can configure the days by updating the following line in theClean old calculation
result action script.

lDays = -180

Remember tomake changes to the workflow and scripts duplicated from theClean old
calculation resultworkflow to avoid having your changes overridden by future installations.

Note: The workflow is disabled by default.

You can enable it by setting a validEnd (SQL: dEnd) date.

Cleaning old missing installations
TheClean old missing installationsworkflow periodically deletes software installation records
that have been undiscoverable by HP Discovery and Dependency Mapping Inventory on their host
computers for certain days (by default it is 180 days).

Tip: You can configure the days by updating the following line in theClean old missing
installations action script.

lDays = -180

Remember tomake changes on workflow and scripts duplicated from theClean old missing
installationsworkflow to avoid having your changes overridden by future installations.

Note: The workflow is disabled by default.

You can enable it by setting a validEnd (SQL: dEnd) date.

Archival
A workflow namedSAM BP Archival is used to archive all the records that have not beenmodified
in more than 2 years. To enable this workflow, open Asset Manager Application Designer, click the
Enable archival option on theDatabasemenu. After this option is enabled, a new connection (for
example, AMDemo<version>en - with archival) is created. To run the workflow, you need to use
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this connection in the Automated Process Manager. For more information about Asset Manager
archival, see the Asset Manager Administration guide, chapter Archival.

Using the "Resolve duplication with DDMI models"
wizard

By default, the SLOBest Practice package installation program inserts installationmodels at the
root of the Asset Manager model tree if nomodel previously created by DDMI is present in the
database. Later, DDMI may insert another model with the same name in a different location of the
model tree (depending on themodel hierarchy HP Connect-It will apply for the DDMI models),
which causes duplicatedmodels.

Caution: If the SLOBest Practice package inserts amodel whose name coincides with an
existingmodel, no duplication will occur. However, the SLOBest Practice package will
overwrite the existingmodel.

TheResolve duplication with DDMI modelswizard aims to resolve such duplications by
removing the SLOBest Practice installationmodels (at the root of themodel tree) and have the
Barcode of the DDMI models updated by that of the SLOBest Practicemodels, which allows the
DDMI model to be taken into account by Asset Manager counters.

Note:We recommend that you run this wizard after you import DDMI data.

To use the wizard, follow these steps.

1. OpenAsset lifecycle -> Software asset management -> SLO Best Practice. The upper list
displays the SLOBest Practice installationmodels which have duplicated DDMI models.

Note: If the upper list on the first page is empty, there is no duplication with the SLOBest
Practice installationmodels.

2. If all the SLOBest Practice installationmodels in the upper list have only one duplicated
model, or all themodels with multiple duplicatedmodels have been proposed a proper
replacement model, you can directly remove duplications for all of them because nomanual
intervention is required. To do this, click Select all and go to step 8 (Windows client) or step 9
(Web client).

3. In the upper list, select one of the SLOBest Practice installationmodels whichmeet the
following criteria:

n It has multiple duplicated DDMI models (with an asterisk (*) at the beginning).

n The default model proposed by the wizard to replace your SLOBest Practicemodel is not
what you need.

4. Click Display duplicated DDMI models to display all the duplicatedmodels in the lower list.
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5. In the lower list, select a desiredmodel and click Update target model.

6. Repeat step 3 to 5 until all duplicated SLOBest Practicemodels in the upper list are proposed
with proper models.

7. Click Select all.

8. (Windows client) Click Finish.

9. Click OK.

Creating licenses with the "Create software license"
wizard

Caution: TheCreate software licensewizard can be only used to create software licenses
whose licensemodels are contained in the SLOBest Practice package. If you are not using
those licensemodels, you can create licenses using the functionality provided with the SAM
module.

For further details, see the Asset Manager Software Assets guide, chapter Software license
management, Section Create a software license.

To create a license using theCreate software licensewizard, follow these steps.

1. OpenAsset lifecycle -> Software asset management -> SLO Best Practice.

2. Select a licensemodel from theSelect license model list.

3. Click Next.

4. Populate the details of the license according to your requirements.

Caution: If you want to link an existing license/ maintenance contract to the license, the
contract needs tomeet the following criteria:

n The contract's Company field must be populated.

n The contract's company must have aBrandwhich is associated with the license
model selected in Step 2.

Otherwise, the contract will not be available in the proposed list of contracts.

5. Click Next.

6. Click Finish to exit the wizard.
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Caution: If you have existing license records in the Asset Manager database, youmay
consider modifying these licenses and link them to themodels provided by the SLOBest
Practice package. Hence, your licenses will be taken into account by the software counters
and you will be able to create future licenses using the SLOBest Practice package wizards.

Using the "Merge inventory computers to procured
ones" wizard

In the context of theMerge inventory computers to procured oneswizard, inventoried
computers are referred to those computers whose Last scan field or the link to the uCMDB
identifier field of thePortfolio items table is not empty.

Other computers are deemed to be procured computers.

To use this wizard, follow these steps.

1. OpenPortfolio management -> Asset configurations -> IT equipment -> User actions.

2. From the source computer list, select a computer for which you want to merge the discovered
details to a procured computer.

3. From the destination computer list, select a computer to which you want to merge the details of
the computer selected in the list above.

4. Click Merge. One line is added in theComputers to be merged list with some details of both
computers.

Caution: The Nature of the twomerged records must be the same. Otherwise an error will
be displayed and themerge will fail.

5. Repeat step 2 to 4 tomergemore computer records.

You can also select records in theComputers to be merged list and click Remove not to
merge details for the selected records.

Note: TheApply default field and link template option indicates that a pre-defined list
of fields and links will be proposed in the Fields and links to be merged list of the
following page.

You still have the opportunity to modify this list, though.

6. Click Next to proceed to the next page, where you can select the fields or links for which to
merge the values from the source computer to the destination computer.

7. Select fields or links in the available field or link list, and click Add to add them to the list
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below.

If you change your mind and do not want to merge values for some fields or links, select the
fields or links in the fields or links to bemerged list and click Remove.

8. After you select all the fields or links to bemerged, review the list and pay close attention to the
Type field.

Note: You can select theSave as default template box to save the list as a template so
that you can apply the template next time.

9. Click Finish to run the wizard.

Caution: Clicking Finish in this step will cause the following actions.

n The inventoried computers will be deleted after themerge.

n Only the values of the fields and links selected aremerged from the inventoried
computers to the procured ones.

n For those fields and links that are not present in the Fields and links to be merged
list, the value for the procured computer will be kept.

Phase 2. Counter configuration
This section describes the steps needed for counter configuration.

Using the "Link/Unlink Microsoft SQL Server license
type to computer" wizard

The Link/Unlink Microsoft SQL Server license type to computerwizard is only available to
Microsoft SQL Server currently. It is used to link the license type to the computer. The license
model of Microsoft SQL Server has three license types, By server, By CPU, andBy CPU core,
and their license rules are different. Asset Manager needs to select the license type to pre-calculate
the consumed license points on the computer. By using this wizard, users can link or unlink the
license types to the computers.

The following steps enables you to link or unlink a license type to one or more computers.

1. OpenAsset lifecycle -> Software asset management -> SLO Best Practice -> Link/Unlink
Microsoft SQL Server license type to computer.

2. Select an option according to your requirements:
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n Link Microsoft SQL Server license type to computer

n Delete the link betweenMicrosoft SQL Server license type and computer

3. Click OK.

4. Select the computer from the upper list and this list can be filtered by Model name or IP
address.

5. Select the license type from the lower list, there are three types: By CPU, By CPU cores, and
By server.

6. Select the Loop on linking more or Loop on unlinking more option if you want to continue
on creating or deletingmore links.

7. (Windows client) Click Finish.

8. Click OK.

Using the "Link / unlink servers to license editions"
wizard

Since different editions of some software products (for instance, Oracle Database and SQL Server)
have the same footprint on the server, which prevents HP Discovery and Dependency Mapping
Inventory from distinguishing them and automatically linking them to the corresponding license
models, you need to link their licensemodels to the servers manually. This operation can be
automated by using the Link / unlink servers to license editions" wizard this wizard which will
proposematching servers with respect to the CPU count restrictions for different editions of
software.

For example, Oracle Database Standard Edition One, Standard Edition and Enterprise Editions
have different restrictions on the CPU counts of the database servers. TheOracle Database
Standard One Edition licensemodel only applies to servers with one or two physical CPU counts.

Note: This wizard is installed only when you choose to import licensemodel during install
process. Otherwise, this wizard cannot be imported into Asset Manager.

The following steps enables you to link or unlink a licensemodel with one or more servers.

1. OpenAsset lifecycle -> Software asset management -> SLO Best Practice.

2. Select an option according to your requirements:

n Link servers to license editions

n Delete the link between licensemodels and servers
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3. Click OK.

4. Select a licensemodel from the upper list.

5. Click Retrieve matching servers.

6. From the lower list, select one or more servers with which you want to link/unlink the license
models selected in the upper list.

Tip: The lower list only lists the servers that meet the CPU count requirement of the
selected licensemodel. For example, if you select the Oracle10g Database 10 Standard
One Edition license, only servers with one or two CPUs are listed.

7. Select the Loop on linking more or Loop on unlinking more option if you want to continue
on creating or deletingmore links.

8. (Windows client) Click Finish.

9. Click OK.

The automationmechanism of the SLOBest Practice package consists of several workflows.
These workflows are launched periodically by Asset Manager Automated Process Manager to
improve the performance of the software counters and dashboards, ensure that the software
application is updated to the latest version authorized by themaintenance contract and remove the
invalid links caused by uninstallation or upgrade.

By default, these workflows are run weekly. Real-time operation can be simulated by increasing the
frequency.

Note: The SLOBest Practice package workflows are disabled by default. You need to
manually enable them each time after installing the package.

The workflows are enabled by setting validStart (dStart) andEnd (dEnd) dates.

Some of the workflows are inter-dependent for that onemay rely on the result of another to ensure
its accuracy. Therefore, the following sequence should be respected when using the automatic
mechanism.

l Run the pre-calculation workflows.

l Run the software counters batch calculation workflow.

l View the dashboard.

Pre-calculation workflows
The SLOBest Practice package comes with the following pre-calculation workflows along with
their complex licensing rules. These workflows are executed periodically to count the license points
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of the installed software, thus ensuring that the license points of installations are always up-to-date.
Therefore, you can immediately view the number of installations without having to wait for the
calculation process to be carried out each time when requested.

Microsoft software counter pre-calculate workflow
(Reference: sysSAM4MS_MS_WK).

This workflow carries out the following activities:

l It calls theMobile Device Counter Action (sysSAM4MS_MOB_DEV_CNT_Action) to pre-
calculate the software installations of Microsoft Office, Project and Visio by taking both fixed
and portable devices into consideration.

l It calls theWindows server ent Count action (sysSAM4MS_WIN_ENT_CNT_Action) to pre-
calculate theMicrosoft Windows Server Enterprise Edition installation count.

l It calls theSQL server ent cpu count action (sysSAM4MS_SQL_ENT_CNT_Action) to pre-
calculate the installation count of Microsoft SQL Server Enterprise Edition licensed per CPU.

l It calls thePopulate install no. for SQL Server (per core license model) (sysSAM4MS_
SQL_ByCore_Action) to pre-calculate the installation count of Microsoft SQL Server
Enterprise Edition and Standard Edition which are licensed per CPU core.

IBM Installation pre-count (Reference: sysSAM4IBM_
CNT_WK).

This workflow carries out the following activities:

It calls the IBM Counter Action (sysSAM4IBM_CNT_Action) to pre-calculate the installation
count of IBM software products.

The workflow calculates the installation points for full-capacity and sub-capacity and stores the
results in theUsage rate (SQL name: dUtilization) field andNo of points (SQL name:
lUseCount) field respectively in theSoftware installations or utilizations (SQL name:
amSoftInstall) table.

Oracle pre-calculate workflow
Oracle officially uses the LicenseManagement Services (LMS) tool for Oracle Database/Option
audit. However, LMS can only collect information from servers that are running Oracle database
instances/options. Yet, theremight be some installed database instances/options, which are not
running and could lead to potential license overspending. Therefore, the SLOBest Practice
package provides two sets of database instance counters to check the compliance, one of which
counts consumed licenses based on physical installations (traditional mechanism) and the other
counts consumed licenses based on running database instances (data stored in the
amMonitoredApp table). For more information about the Oracle pre-calculate workflow, refer to the
Managing Oracle ComplianceWith AM.pdf white paper that is shipped with the SLOBest Practice
package.
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HP AM pre-count (sysSAM4HP_AM)
This workflow facilitates the calculation of the Asset Manager Floating User counter. It regularly
counts the number of concurrent Floating users connected to Asset Manager and updates the
Field1 field of a user named Floatingwith themaximum number of concurrent Floating users for
the current month.

The user Floating is created by the workflow with theStatus of the user account field set to
Disabled, therefore, it will not impact the number of Named or Floating accounts of your
production environment.

With this workflow, you canmonitor your Asset Manager usage because the values of Field1 are
historized in the amFloatingAccessNumber itemized list.

The itemized list amFloatingAccessNumber is created upfront by the workflow when it detects that
the last time the workflow is executed is in a prior month than the current month.

In other words, if the first time theHP AM pre-countworkflow is executed is still within the
timeframe of the current calendar month, youmay not find the itemized list in the amItemizedList
table.

The result returned by the pre-calculation workflows will be used to generate the software
compliance statistics (when you click Calculate to refresh the software counter result).

Software counters batch calculation
The functionality of theSoftware counters batch calculation (Reference:
sysSAM4CALCULATE_WK) workflow is equivalent to clickingCalculate for each software
counter in batch. It obtains the results returned by pre-calculation workflows and generates the
software compliance statistics. With this workflow:

l User can immediately view the latest software license usage statistics (without having to click
theCalculate button for each software counter) upon opening the software counters screen.

l Dashboard can be generated efficiently based on the latest software counter results.

Dashboard generation
Dashboard displays the associated statistics, and the statistics uses the data obtained from the
result returned by theSoftware counters batch calculationworkflow and generates the chart with
the function introduced in Technical Guide. Therefore, dashboards can be rendered quickly upon
requested.

Because the the pre-calculation workflows andSoftware counters batch calculationworkflow
are run weekly, and the system relies on the results of these workflows to render the dashboards;
therefore, if you want to view the dashboard within one week after installing the SLOBest Practice
package, you have tomanually execute first the three pre-calculation workflows then theSoftware
counters batch calculationworkflow.
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Counters for Oracle products
For Oracle Database products including Database, Options, andManagement Packs, SLOBest
Practice package provides two sets of counters to calculate consumption points. By default, only
one set is activated and only the result of that set of counters will be included in the compliance
reports. Customer can switch between these two sets by setting the bInternal field in
amSoftLicCounter.

For Oracle Database

SLOBest Practice package provides two ways to count the number of licenses consumed by
Oracle Database. By default, the running-instance-based counters are activated.

l Installation-based counter: The counter only considers physical installations on themachine.
These physical installations are saved in the amSoftInstall table.

l Running-instance-based counter: The counter only considers running instances on themachine.
They are saved in the amMonitoredApp table.

For Oracle Database Options/Management Packs:

Oracle offers a range of options that extend the power of Oracle Database Enterprise Edition to
meet customers’ specific requirements. To allow customers to understand how options are used in
production environment, SLO Best Practice package provides provides two sets of counters
(installation-based and in-use-based) to calculate consumption points. By default, the installation-
based counters are used.

l Installation-based counter: The counter considers the Options that are installed on themachine,
nomatter they are used or not.

l In-use-based counter: The counter considers the Options that are currently being used or were
previously used within a timeframe, say 366 days. You can customize the timeframe value.

How to activate one set of counters
To switch between two sets of counters, you can open theSoftware counters screen and filter out
the counters. Then, check/uncheck theDo not include in the compliance reports checkbox to
exclude/include the result in the compliance report.

Search criteria

Oracle Database

l Installation-based counter: Name LIKE “Oracle Database%Edition”

l Running-instance-based counter: Name LIKE Oracle Database%(Running Instance)

Oracle Database Options/Management Packs
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l Installation-based counter: Name LIKE Oracle%(Active)

l In-use-based counter: Name LIKE Oracle%(In use)

How to change the timeframe for past usage of
Options/Management Packs

By default, the Options/Management Packs that are used within 366 days need to be licensed. If
you want to change the default value of the timeframe, you can perform the following operations for
widgets and counters.

For theUtilization of Oracle Database Options/Mgmt. Packswidget, find it inAdministration >
Home page widgets. Then, change thePastDays parameter as shown in the following figure.

For Options/Management Packs in-use-based counters, update the installation query Scope of the
installations or utilizations to be counted to change the timeframe, as shown in the following
figure.
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Phase 3. Calculation
This section describes the steps needed for calculation.

Manually checking software compliance for the
specified counter

You can check the compliance summary in different ways:

l TheSoftware counters table (amSoftLicCounter), General andResults tabs.

l TheView linked counterswizard (sysSamSoftLicLinkedCount), which can be accessed
from theSoftware counters table by:

n SelectingDisplay counters linked by license transfers from theActions... drop-down list
in the detail of the software counter (Web client).

n Clicking the Linked cntrs button on the right-hand side of the counter details (Windows
client). The first screen that appears provides a summary of the linked counters, rights and
installations/utilizations count, and consolidated compliance calculation.

To access a high level summary of software compliance for a software supplier, use the SLOBest
Practice dashboard.

Updating the results of counters and determining
consolidated compliance

To update the results of counters:
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1. OpenAsset lifecycle -> Software asset management -> Software counters.

2. Select the counter to update.

3. Update the counter results by:

n SelectingRecalculate the rights and the installations for the selected counter from the
Actions... drop-down list in the detail of the software counter (Web client).

n Clicking theCalculate button on the right-hand side of the counter details (Windows client).

Note: Doing this starts the actionRefresh the software counter
(sysCoreSoftLicCountCalc). This is seamless for the user.

Tip: Software counter calculation can be performed automatically by a scheduled
workflow that triggers the actionCalculate all Software installation
(BstSamComputeAllLicAndInstall) that will regularly refresh the software counter
results. See theSoftware Assets guide for more details.

The results of the software counter calculations are stored in theRights/Utilizations
count (amRightUsesCount) table, which allows some audits (you can track historical
records of the software counter calculations). However, the records need to be cleaned by
a workflow to avoid an excessive number of records in this table.

4. Examine the results on theGeneral andResults tabs.

Using the "Change the counter Group by links" wizard
This wizard allows you to change the group by links in software counter details: the group by for
counters, rights, entitlements and installations/utilizations.

This wizard is the only way for updating the group by links for counters editable using the wizards
(bAutomated=1) which are otherwise read only.

Note: After a counter is updated by this wizard, theNature (SQL name: Type) field of the
counter is populated with the valueUpdated by wizard.

Do not change this value because it is used to protect the counter group by links from being
updated inadvertently by installation of future versions. However, it will not prevent the counter
from beingmodified by this wizard again.

To use the wizard, follow these steps.
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1. OpenAsset lifecycle -> Software asset management -> SLO Best Practice.

2. Select the counters for which to update the group by links (you can apply one or more filters to
narrow down your selections):

Note: You can select multiple counters to process in a batch, but the following columns of
the selected counters must have the same value:

n Counter group by

n Rights counter context

n Entitlements counter context

n Installations/Utilizations counter context

Note: Only the counter for themost recent version of a software application is available in
the list even if there are counters for earlier versions of the same application, provided that
these early versions are associated with themore recent version via theCounter for the
previous version link.

In this way, these counters can be updated with consistent group by links in a batch.

3. Select a new value in theChange the Group by for selected counters to list.

4. Click Next. The next page allows you to change the group by link for rights, entitlements, and
installations/utilizations.

5. Select one or more counters from the upper list.

6. Select a new value for the group by link for rights, entitlements, and installations/utilizations
respectively. If you want to handlemore counters, select the Loop on changing group by
box.

7. Click Finish.

8. (Windows client) Click OK.

Using the "Propagate license type from counter to
license models" wizard

This wizard allows you to propagate the license type for a counter to the licensemodels that will
afterward be able to be included in the counters definition.

By propagating license type using this wizard, it ensures that the counter and associated license
models have consistent license type.

To use the wizard, follow these steps.
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1. OpenAsset lifecycle -> Software asset management -> SLO Best Practice.

2. Select a software counter whose license type will be propagated to the licensemodels
selected below. You can apply the filter to narrow down your selections.

3. Select one or more licensemodels to which to apply the license type of the selected counter.

4. Click Next.

5. Click Finish.

6. (Windows client) Click OK.

Phase 4. Compliance widgets and reports
SLOBest Practice package provides server ways to view compliance result: SLOwidget, business
homepage and dashboard. For some complex licensingmodel, SLO provides compliance analysis
result to help customer understand the inside of licensing calculation.

Adding SLO widget on the home page (web client)
A SLOwidget is used to show the software compliance result at three levels: supplier, product and
counter.

By clicking theAdd widget on the home page of the web client, you can add a widget named
Software licensing compliance report.

Compliance summary at supplier level

The cards have 3 colors: red, yellow and green.

l The red card indicates that some counters of this supplier are not compliant. The SLOwidget
does not show the number of counters which are over-spent.

For example: Supplier Microsoft has a total of 173 counters, 16 are not compliant.
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l The yellow cardmeans that all counters of this supplier are compliant but some counters have
surplus licenses. Customers can do optimization to save cost.

l The green cardmeans that all counters of this supplier are compliant and no over-spending cost
(all installation have been covered and no surplus license).

Compliance summary at product level
By clicking the supplier card, for example, Microsoft card, the SLOwidget will drill down into the
product level as shown below. You can view the summary of all products under the selected
supplier.

Compliance summary at supplier level
To view the detailed information about the counter, click the product card, for example, Microsoft
Windows Server card, the list of counters will show all related counters and the compliance result.
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Using the business homepage (web client)
The business homepage contains 6 general charts and links to the dashboard and external
resources of licensing rules. To visit the business homepage, openAsset lifecycle -> Software
asset management -> SLO Best Practice.

Using the SLO Best Practice dashboard
For each software supplier, the SLO dashboard presents a high-level summary of:

l Software compliance status of all software titles from the software publisher (by product line)

l The number of maintenance licenses that need renewal within the specified timeframe
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Interpreting SLO Best Practice Dashboard
The default dashboard displays a pane with summary statistics for license compliance by
product line plus the statistics for software license renewal.

To visit the dashboard, openAsset lifecycle -> Software asset management -> SLO Best
Practice/ Dashboard.

Interpreting license compliance statistics
For each product line, the license compliance dashboard statistics shows a breakdown of licensing
and installation figures by software edition. These are calculated and displayed by scripted
statistics (one per product line, listed in theStatistics screen.)

The statistics are categorized and color-coded into the following categories, if applicable:

l At risk (when the number of installations for a product is greater than the total number of license
rights purchased for that product)

l Overspending (when the number of installations for a product is less than the total number of
license rights purchased for that product)

l Number of licenses

l Number of software installations/utilizations

To drill down on any statistic, click on the corresponding colored bar. This launches the following
detail screen (Windows client) or list screen (Web client), for the software titles in question
(excluding the <Software Vendor> License Software Assurance renewals dashboard item):
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l At risk: drill-down launches theSoftware counters (amSoftLicCounter) screen

l Overspending: drill-down launches theSoftware counters (amSoftLicCounter) screen

l Number of licenses: drill-down launches thePortfolio items (amPortfolio) screen and displays
the license records taken into account by the software counter

l Number of software installations/utilizations: drill-down launches theSoftware installations or
utilizations (amSoftInstall) screen and displays the software installation records taken into
account by the software counter.

Note: Because of the special licensing rule of some software titles (Windows Server
Enterprise Edition for example), the number of installations displayed on the dashboard, which
is a normalized result, may be different from the number of installation records in the drill-down.

Tip: Tomodify the scripts underlying any of these statistics, use the
Administration/Statistics link on the navigation bar.

Using the SLO Best Practice Crystal Reports
The SLOBest Practice package imports three predefined reports to help you understand software
contract and license costs, as well as identifying the unused software installations. This can help
youmake informed decision on software budget forecast and solving software compliance issues.

These reports are available under the following link on the navigation bar:

Asset lifecycle -> Software asset management -> SLO Best Practice -> Reports.

Caution: To display Crystal Reports within the Asset ManagerWeb client correctly, you need
to access theWeb client using URLwith domain name instead of IP address.

l List of contract expenses

This report lists expenses for license contracts from the specified software vendor, sorted by
contract Reference (ref).

Caution: Caution: This report does not take into account the contract templates delivered
with the SLOBest Practice package, which are used as template to create actual contracts
only.

l List of license expenses

This report lists license expenses for software titles of the specified software vendor that are in
the scope of the SLOBest Practice package, sorted by licensemodel Name (Name).
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l List of unused software installations

This report shows all installations not used for a specified period of time for those software titles
that are in the scope of the SLOBest Practice package, sorted by licensemodel Name (Name).

l List of licenses under contract

This report lists the license assets (including quantities and expense information) related to
specified contracts.

l IBM PVU report

This is only available when you select vendor IBM (ILMT based) during installation SLO
package. Please refer installation guide to learn how to import reports and show report on web
client.

Using compliance analysis result
Compliance analysis result helps you understand how the license points are consumed per node or
per cluster. It works only for those counters with the optionRely on compliance analysis result
checked. For example, Microsoft Windows server, Microsoft SQL database, Oracle Database,
OracleWebLogic.

For more information about the technical details of the analysis result tables, see Technical Guide
> Appendix 1. Datamodel and definition > Software counter datamodel > Analysis result tables for
consumption details.

How to use compliance analysis result to help analysis
1. Open the software counters screen and select the counter with theRelies on compliance

analysis table option, the following two tabs show the compliance analysis results.

n TheNode analysis tab shows the license consumption (covered by software counter) per
node.

n TheCluster analysis tab shows license consumption (covered by software counter) per
cluster.

Note: If the cluster is an infrastructure cluster, only standalone nodes are shown on the
Node analysis tab and the nodes in the cluster are shown on theCluster analysis tab. If
the cluster is not an infrastructure cluster, all nodes are shown on theNode analysis tab
and no cluster information is shown on theCluster analysis tab.
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2. Select one record on theNode analysis tab, for example, “CK IBM PHYSVR01”. You can
view the detailed information of the node and calculation on theNode compliance analysis
tab.

The detailed information of the node including factor value, processor number, consumed
points and log information is on the top of the page.

The detailed information of the calculation is in theRemark box, it explains how Asset
Manager acquires the license consumption.

3. Click the Installation analysis tab. It will list all software installations covered by the software
counter on the given node.
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4. Click Cluster analysis in the software counter screen, you will see the cluster analysis
information. If multiple algorithms are used to count the license consumption, takeMicrosoft
SQL Server as an example, the pre-calculation rule will count license consumption per
individual OSE or per physical machine. By default, theminimum consumed points will be
used and shown here.

5. Select one cluster on theCluster analysis tab, you will see the detailed information about the
cluster including calculationmethod, consumed points, processor count and additional useful
information in theRemark box. TheCan be aggregated option determines whether this record
will be taken into account by the product compliance report (in this example, Microsoft SQL
Server 2008 R2).
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6. Click theNode compliance analysis tab, you can view the nodes in the cluster and the
amount of consumed license points.

How to enable/disable writing software installation
analysis into the amSAMInstCompAnalysis table

Saving records in the amSAMInstCompAnalysis table may lower the performance due to the
execution of compliance pre-calculation script. Therefore, depending on the requirements, AM
administrator can enable or disable the flag of saving installation analysis records. To do this, follow
these steps.
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1. Log on to AM with an administrator user account.

2. Open theScript libraries screen.

3. Find and choose the record with the nameSamPreCalcUtilLib.

4. In the detail pane, look into the script field, find the following line:

CONST INSTANALYSIS_ENABLED

5. Set it to:

0: disable

1: enable

How to use issue analysis result to fix issues
You can open theUnresolved software licensing issues screen to check if any issue occurred
during the license calculation.

For example, in the screenshot below, there are 3 unresolved issues detected in 2 software
counters. You can see the software name, issue category, related counters, related record, and
issue description. According to the issue description, you can click Referenced object to open the
record detail page to fix issues. Then, you can check theResolved option so that the fixed record
will be ruled out when opening this screen next time.

Notice that this table only keeps the latest issues analysis per counter. If you run a certain counter
again, the previous result generated by the counter will be cleaned and new issue analysis result
will be generated.
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Solving software compliance issues
To solve software compliance issues, use the Solve software compliance issues wizard provided
by the Software Asset Management module.

Note: Before using this wizard, you should update the counters as described in "Updating the
results of counters and determining consolidated compliance" on page 29 to ensure that up-to-
date figures are used.

The wizard can be accessed as follows.

1. Start theManage software (sysSamLauncher) wizard by openingAsset lifecycle ->
Software asset management -> User actions ->Manage software.

2. On theChoose a Manage Software action OR locate an existing contract page, select the
Manage software license compliance option.

3. Click Next.

4. On theManage software license compliance page, click Solve software compliance
issues.

For further details, see the Asset ManagerSoftware Assets guide, chapterMonitoring license
compliance of installations, SectionProcessing irregularities between installations/utilizations and
licenses.

Widgets and reports for Oracle products
This section introduces several types of widgets for Oracle products.

Comparison of 'Installed' and 'In use' Oracle Database
Options/MGMT Packs

There are two types of counters, In use and Installed, for eachOracle Options/Pack product. The
Comparison of 'Installed' and 'In use' Oracle Database Options/MGMT Packswidget shows
the software installation count and license consumption for Oracle Options/Pack counters. You can
drill down into theDevice list for Oracle Option/Pack counters and see the license consumption of
devices.
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Comparison of 'Installed' and 'In use' Oracle database
instances

There are two types of counters, Installation andRunning instance, for eachOracle database
product. TheComparison of 'Installed' and 'In use' Oracle database instanceswidget shows
theOracle Database installation count and license consumption for Oracle database counters. You
can drill down into theDevice list for Oracle database instances list for Oracle database
counters and see the license consumption of devices.

Running Oracle Database Options/MGMT Packs
TheRunning Oracle Database Options/MGMT Packswidget shows the utilization of Oracle
option/pack instances. You can drill down intoOracle Database Options/MGMT Packs on the
instance and see how many options/packs are running in that instance.
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Utilization of Oracle Database Options/MGMT Packs
TheUtilization of Oracle Database Options/MGMT Packswidget shows the usage status of
Oracle options/packs. They are categorized into four groups. You can drill down intoOracle
Database Options/MGMT Packs with the same status and see how many options/packs are in a
specific status. You can also drill down into theOracle Database Options/MGMT Packs list with
DB instance information and see the instance names and host names of one kind of Oracle
option/pack.
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Oracle Database compliance report
This report shows theOracle Database compliance result and lists the devices having Oracle
database. It only takes activated counters into account. If two sets of counters are activated, both
will be shown in the report.

Oracle Database Option compliance report
This report shows Oracle DatabaseOptions/Management Packs compliance result and lists the
devices having options and packs. It only takes activated counters into account. If two sets of
counters are activated, both will show in the report.
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Oracle Database Option usage report
This report shows theOptions/Management Packs usage information based onOracle Database
running instances. You can see the options’ usage status.
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Appendix: Supporting inventory data
normalized by BDNA

From version 9.4.12.5, SLOBest Practice Package can accept software installation data
normalized by BDNA Normalize, thus bringing in useful information such as "obsolete date" and
"end-of-life date" to Asset Manager. To use this functionality, you need to use UCMDB 10.20 CP15
which can integrate with BDNA Normalize. For more information, seeUCMDB10.20 Data Flow
Management Guide, Chapter 14: Inventory Discovery, sectionBDNA Normalize Integration.

The following attributes in Asset Manager correspond to the fields ofMATCH_HOST_SW_
PROD.CAT_TAXONOMY_CATEGORY1 in BDNA.

l amModel.Component

This Asset Manager field corresponds to theComponent field in BDNA, which indicates the
product component from the catalog for the software product.

l amSoftInstall.ServicePack

This Asset Manager field corresponds to theServicePack field in BDNA, which indicates the
service pack level. For example, SP1, SP2, and so on.

l amModel.dEndOfLife

This Asset Manager field corresponds to theEnd of Life field in BDNA, which indicates the last
day the product is fully supported by the supplier. Partial support may still be available.

l amModel.dObsolete

This Asset Manager field corresponds to theObsolete field in BDNA, which indicates the last
day the product is officially supported by vendor. If applicable, online self-help system is the only
support available after this day.

l amModel.RecognizedBy

This Asset Manager field corresponds to theRecognizedBy field in BDNA, which indicates the
software that can be recognized by BDNA or UD.

l amModel.LicenseType

This Asset Manager field corresponds to the LicenseType field in BDNA, which has one of the
following three values.

n Free

n Commercial

n Unknown
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Once you integrate BDNA with UCMDB 10.20 CP15, the software installationmodel created by
Push Adapter/Generic Adapter can be identified by theRecognizedBy field. If themodel is
recongnized by BDNA, the value of theRecognizedBy field is BDNA. In this case, theBarCode
field of the software installationmodel stores the versionid field inMATCH_HOST_SW_
PROD.CAT_TAXONOMY_CATEGORY1 in BDNA. This is a unique value.

Notice that when software license assets are also normalized with BDNA Technopedia catalog and
you want to match the software installations with software licenses, you can compare the
versioned in the software installationmodel with the versionid in the licensemodel, and then link
both themodels properly to the corresponding software counter. In order for this function to work,
you need to update the AM Push Adapter/Generic Adapter in UCMDB 10.20 CP 15 to add the
mapping of sai_version_id andBarCode in the AM software installationmodel, depending on the
adapter you use.

If you use AM Push Adapter, locate and open the pushMappingSWNoNorm.xml file, and then add
the line in red.

<target_ci_type name="SW_amModel">
<!-- BDNA Start -->
<target_mapping name="Component" datatype="STRING" ignore-on-null="true" value="
AMPushFunctions.isBDNA(Root['component'])"/>
<target_mapping name="Edition" datatype="STRING" ignore-on-null="true"
value="AMPushFunctions.isBDNA(Root['edition'])"/>
<target_mapping name="dEndOfLife" datatype="DATE" ignore-on-null="true" value="A
MPushFunctions.isBDNA(Root['end_of_life_date'])"/>
<target_mapping name="dObsolete" datatype="DATE" ignore-on-null="true" value="AM
PushFunctions.isBDNA(Root['obsolete_date'])"/>
<target_mapping name="RecognizedBy" datatype="STRING" ignore-on-null="true" valu
e="AMPushFunctions.isBDNA(AMPushFunctions.getEnumValueByKey(ClassModel
,Root['recognized_by'],'recognition_lib_enum'))"/>
<target_mapping name="licenseType" datatype="STRING" ignore-on-null="true" value
="AMPushFunctions.isBDNA(AMPushFunctions.getEnumValueByKey(ClassModel,
Root['software_license_type'],'software_license_type_enum'))"/>
<target_mapping name="BarCode" datatype="STRING" ignore-on-null="true"
value="AMPushFunctions.isBDNA(Root['sai_version_id'])"/>
<!-- BDNA End -->
If you use AM Generic Adapter, locate and open the AM InstalledSoftware Non-norm
alize Push.xml file, and then add the line in red.
<target_entity name="Model" type="'SW_amModel'">
<!-- BDNA Start -->
<target_mapping name="Component" datatype="STRING" is-valid="AMPush.isBDNA()" va
lue="Root['component']"/>
<target_mapping name="Edition" datatype="STRING" is-valid="AMPush.isBDNA()" valu
e="Root['edition']"/>
<target_mapping name="dEndOfLife" datatype="DATE" is-valid="AMPush.isBDNA()" val
ue="Root['end_of_life_date']"/>
<target_mapping name="dObsolete" datatype="DATE" is-valid="AMPush.isBDNA()" valu
e="Root['obsolete_date']"/>
<target_mapping name="RecognizedBy" datatype="STRING" is-valid="AMPush.isBDNA()"
value="AMPush.getEnumValueByKey(ClassModel,Root['recognized_by'],'recognition_li
b_enum')"/>
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<target_mapping name="licenseType" datatype="STRING" is-valid="AMPush.isBDNA()"
value="AMPush.getEnumValueByKey(ClassModel,Root['software_license_type'],'softwa
re_license_type_enum')"/>
<target_mapping name="BarCode" datatype="STRING" ignore-on-null="true" value="AM
Push.isBDNA(Root['sai_version_id'])"/>
<!-- BDNA End -->
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We appreciate your feedback!
If you have comments about this document, you can contact the documentation team by email. If
an email client is configured on this system, click the link above and an email window opens with
the following information in the subject line:

Feedback on User Guide (Asset Manager SLO Best Practice package 9.5.12.3)

Just add your feedback to the email and click send.

If no email client is available, copy the information above to a new message in a webmail client,
and send your feedback to ovdoc-itsm@hp.com.
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